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PRTKrnTPT.ii!S QP MICROPHONES

I - PHESSTIBE OPERATED MICROEHOMES

Basic Micro-Dhone

W

diaphragm

Case> with small vent to
maintain internal air at
atmospheric pressure.

(a transducer* which converts diaphragm moven^nts into an e.m.f. is
inside the caae* hut is not shown here).

Low Frequency Q-peration

(i.e. sound wavelengths greater than diameter of case)

Sound waves from any direction cause diaphragm moveoaents. Hence the

microphone is OMNIBIEEiCTIONAL.

Hiflfa Frequency Oneration

(i.e. sound wavelaigths less than dian^ter of case)

a) Sound from the front (O®) cause
diaphragm moven^nts in the

normal way.

h) Sounds from the rear (180°) tend
not to caTise diaphragm movement

because of a "sound shadow" in

front of the diaphragm.

c) Sounds from 90° may result in
reduced output because of nhase

cancellation* e.g. one complete

wavelength across the diaphragm

produces rougjily equal inward

and outward forces.

Hence at hi^ frequencies a pressure operated microphone is to some

extent directional.
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Tvuical frequency response graph for a

pressure o'peiated microphone

The approximate frequency at 'which a pressure operated microphone

ceases to he omnidirectional (f* in the diagram ahove) is 2 to 3 octaves
helow the frequency for which sound wavelengths equal microphone diameter.

For example, if the diameter of the microidione is 1 inch (2.5 cm), the
frequency of a sound having a waveloogth of 1 inch is about 12 kHz. f*
will then be between 2 octaves below (5 and 3 octaves below (ij kHz),
f» = 2 kHz would be a fair approximation.

M. Talbot Smith/^G
Ee-typed 14th September 1978
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